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1.0 This report is a response to the report prepared by Turley on behalf of 

Richborough Estates and Gladman Developments Ltd. 

 

1.1 We will respond to each point raised in the order presented in the Turley 

Report. 

 
1.2 We do not agree with Turley’s statement at paragraph 2.18 that NWBC13 

does not accord with the preparation of viability evidence to inform the 
drafting and testing of Local Plan policies under NPPF1. As stated in 
MWBC13 –  

 
“This report recognises that when assessing Plan Viability, it can only provide high level 
assurance that the policies within the plan are set in a way that is compatible with the likely 
economic viability. It cannot guarantee that every development in the plan period will be viable, 
only that the plan policies will be viable for the sufficient number of sites upon which the plan 
relies in order to fulfil its objectively assessed needs.” 

 

1.3 NWBC13 is considered to be fully compatible with the NPPF in the context of 

building the evidence base for and considering the affordable housing content 

of the Local Plan. It is to be considered as part of, and alongside, the 

Council’s developing wider evidence base, including information on the local 

housing market and housing needs, and information on the range of site sizes 

and types which are likely to come forward. 

 

1.4 In response to Turley’ comment in paragraph 2.22 of their report we will 

provide further clarification in this response. 

 

1.5 With regard to paragraphs 2.23 to 2.30 we have, for the purposes of the 

appraisals, had to make some high level assumptions regarding build periods 

and sales periods. As stated in the Turley report the build periods are 

consistent with the Council’s Housing trajectory for sites H2, H7 and H13. It is 

on the smaller sites of 400 to 531 units that there is a difference between 

NWBC13 and NWBC10c. This is because whilst the trajectory shows the sites 

over a longer period, we have had to allow for the fact that the land will not, 

necessarily be purchased at day 1 and have shortened the overall 

programme to be in line with a site of this size. This allows for the total finance 

costs in each appraisal to be realistic. With these large strategic sites the land 

is likely to be paid for in tranches and the applicant is likely to sell off the site 

in phases. This means that whilst the sales rates in the appraisals appear to 

be high this is because there will be multiple phases being developed by 

multiple house builders concurrently. 

 

1.6 This means that the assumptions on build periods and sales periods for the 

strategic sites may appear to be high this is a result of there being multiple 

housebuilders on a particular site at any one time. 

 

1.7 The key output to consider is the total finance cost rather than the specific 

assumptions made in each strategic appraisal regarding project timings. The 

finance costs for each strategic site shown in the appraisals are, in all 
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likelihood, an overestimation of the actual finance costs that will be incurred. 

As stated above the land will normally be paid for in tranches, individual 

phases will be sold to various housebuilders and the cashflow will be 

managed efficiently by both applicant and housebuilder to ensure that finance 

costs are minimised. 

 

1.8 With regard to paragraphs 2.33 to 2.54 of the Turley report we have the 

following comments. 

 

1.9 The assumptions made regarding build costs were derived from not only a 

Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) overview but also Adams Integra’s 

experience of dealing with large scale site specific viability appraisals which 

involve negotiations and discussions with developers, valuers, agents and 

others. 

 

1.10 BCIS figures show a large range of build costs for “housing mixed 

developments” from a lower quartile of £1,054 per m2 to an upper quartile 

figure of £1,343 per m2 (see Appendix 1). These figures include an element of 

flats as the figure is for “mixed development”.  

 

1.11 BCIS figures for 2-storey estate housing show a range from a lower quartile of 

£1,015 per m2 to an upper quartile figure of £1,274 per m2 

 

1.12 Making an allowance of 10% for externals gives a range from a lower quartile 

of £1,159 per m2 to an upper quartile figure of £1,447 per m2 for “housing 

mixed developments”. 

 

1.13 For 2-storey estate housing” the range with the externals allowance is from a 

lower quartile of £1,116 per m2 to an upper quartile figure of £1,401 per m2 for 

“housing mixed developments” 

 

1.14 The BCIS rate for flats (2 storey) shows a range from a lower quartile of 

£1,148 per m2 to an upper quartile figure of £1,489 per m2. 

 

1.15 With externals this range for flats is from a lower quartile of £1,263 per m2 to 

an upper quartile figure of £1,638 per m2. 

 

1.16 NWBC13 has adopted the following build cost assumptions: 

 

Base Build Costs (House Schemes)  - £1,162/ m2  

Base Build Costs (Flats)   - £1,298/ m2 

 

1.17 As can be seen these rates (with an allowance for externals) sit well within the 

BCIS ranges. For larger strategic sites particularly we would normally adopt 

the lower quartile cost as we consider that the type of developer that will be 

developing the site is likely to be a large scale developer, who is able to 

achieve economies of scale for the site. 
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1.18 The Turley report correctly says that in the strategic appraisals no allowance 

has specifically been made for the flatted element for circulation space, 

stairwells, etc.  

 

1.19 The rate used for the flatted element is considered to be fair and reasonable 

for two reasons. The first is that the rate for mixed developments includes 

flats and secondly the proportion of flats on any one of the strategic sites is 

only 10%. 

 

1.20 With regard to paragraphs 2.55 to 2.60 of the Turley report, regarding garage 

provision, Turley are correct in that the viability appraisals within NWBC13 do 

not make any allowance for the provision of garages. This is because, as 

stated earlier, these appraisals are “high level” appraisals and our assumption 

is that if garages are provided on a particular site that the build cost for each 

garage would be reflected in an increased sales value for that particular 

housing unit. In effect the cost and revenue for the garage would cancel each 

other out.  

 

1.21 With regard to paragraphs 2.61 to 2.63 of the Turley report it is correctly 

stated that in NWBC13 the contingency rate for the strategic sites has been 

reduced from 5% to 3%. The reason for this is twofold. The first reason is that 

for large volume housebuilders the is a far higher degree of certainty 

regarding build costs due to standardised housetypes and a high level of 

experience in constructing this type of housing. The second reason is that 

these strategic sites are on greenfield sites where the possibility of extra over 

costs for unforeseen circumstances id greatly reduced. The contingency 

allowance for site H1 (531 units) for example, is £1.5 million pounds which, in 

our experience, is a more than adequate allowance for contingencies.  

 

1.22 The guidance notes in the HCA Development Appraisal Tool say the 

following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.23 The application of a rate of 3% for contingencies has been agreed with 

developers on a number of large greenfield site-specific viability appraisals 

that we have been involved with for various Local Authorities. 
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1.24 With regard to paragraphs 2.64 to 2.68 of the Turley report it is correctly 

stated that in NWBC13 the professional fees rate for the strategic sites has 

been reduced from 10% to 8%. 

 

1.25 Again, the reason for this is that the strategic sites are large, greenfield sites 

that can be considered to be relatively straight forward. These sites include 

various housebuilders that will have standard housetypes and who will have, 

on the whole, their own in house teams of architects and technicians.  

 

1.26 Again, if we look at Site H1 (531 units) the allowance for professional fees 

amounts to over £4 million which, in our experience, is a more than adequate 

allowance. 

 

1.27 The application of a rate of 8% for professional fees has been agreed with 

developers on a number of large greenfield site-specific viability appraisals 

that we have been involved with for various Local Authorities. 

 

1.28 With regard to paragraphs 2.69 to 2.70 of the Turley report, they are correct in 

their assumption that NWBC13 makes no additional allowance for disposal 

cost to an RP. This is because we have assumed that the transfer price 

payable by the RPs includes for any such fees. 

 

1.29 With regard to paragraphs 2.71 to 2.73 of the Turley report it is correct that we 

have made broad assumptions regarding the sales values. As stated earlier 

these are high level appraisals and the sales values assumptions reflect this. 

It should be noted that the sales values assumptions for strategic sites H19 

and H20 are lower than for the other strategic sites reflecting their location in 

the Borough. 

 

1.30 With regard to paragraphs 2.74 to 2.77 regarding ground rents we understand 

Turley’s concerns but the current position is that ground rents are still being 

charged on leasehold flats. The Government’s main concern with ground 

rents is that they should not be applied to houses which should normally be 

freehold. The Government’s intention proposes to ban most sales of new 

houses as leasehold rather than freehold, apart from in specific cases such as 

shared ownership and community-led housing schemes. 

 

1.31 As these viability appraisals are a “snapshot” in time it remains our opinion 

that ground rents should still be included on the newbuild flats at this time. 

 

1.32 In our appraisals ground rents have been applied to the open market flats 

only at a rate of £300 per unit per annum at a yield of 5%. 

 

1.33 With regard to paragraphs 2.78 to 2.84 of the Turley report concerning S106 

contributions we have the following comments: 
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1.34 Any information forwarded to the Council’s consultants for consideration and 

use in assessing development costs (for the Viability Study/Report – 

NWBC13) and contributions arising through S106 negotiations, and the basis 

upon which those costs are assessed is all provided and made public at the 

application stage. The County Education team, the representatives of the 

CCG, George Elliot Hospital, the Police Authority provide extensive 

information and details on how they assesses and calculate the contribution 

requirements and this is available on an application by application basis. 

 

1.35 Much of the information on how the various service and infrastructure 

agencies calculate and assess the level of contributions sought and the 

costings arising from those assessments are included in the Council’s IDP 

(CD0/4), and we would direct the Inspectors attention to Appendices A to G of 

the IDP and particularly Appendix E on education, setting out the method 

used to calculate contributions; and Appendix F referring to the “Framework 

Tool” that the CCG and Warwickshire Public Health have developed , a 

similar version to that used for the South Warwickshire CCG area which has 

also informed Local Plan Inquiries and CIL costings for those Warwickshire 

Authorities that have adopted CIL Charging Schedules and contributions 

sought via S106 negotiations. 

 

1.36 The methodology for assessing costings is normally identified in the 

application documentation  

 

1.37 The levels of costing identified in the IDP, in many cases have been through 

other Local plan Inquiries and Section 78 planning appeals and have been 

accepted by Inspectors at those hearings. 

 

1.38 As part of the consultation process, authorities and agencies submitting 

representations to the Submission Local Plan included substantial 

information, justification and evidence of impact of developments, the needs 

generated and costings of services and infrastructure necessary to address 

those needs. 

 

1.39 One such example is the Warwickshire Police & West Mercia Police 

representation SLP276 (See CD1/4 Local Plan Regulation 19 Responses 

SLP276), which provides a significant level of Appeal and Legal justification to 

evidence the levels of contribution sought and the methodology used. We 

would direct the Inspector to that specific, public representation if he feels 

additional detail is required to support the Borough Council’s approach, detail 

and information included within the current IDP, March 2018, supporting the 

Plan and its policies. 

 

1.40 The technical methodology and details of costings behind the contributions 

calculators used in the Open Space, Sport and Recreation SPD (CD6/11), 
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provided by Consultants NORTOFT, has been specified as commercially 

confidential by the consultant involved, however. 

 

1.41 The consultant noted that “The structure of these calculators is by default very 

complicated… Nortoft is also available to act, in relation to sport and leisure, 

as an internal application assessor, master-planner and negotiator for your 

applications, a service we currently do for the Vale of White Horse and South 

Oxfordshire Councils, where we have helped secure over £35m of sport and 

leisure s106 income (albeit with many more houses than NWBC). The amount 

of work that has gone into the excel documents is very significant and I would 

ask that you only use them within NWBC, and do not share them externally, 

e.g. with other Councils, consultants etc.” 

 

1.42 The consultant is, nevertheless, one of the primary UK Sports Planning 

consultants and have developed, applied and used the contributions 

calculators successfully in Local Plan and SPD policy documents and 

inquiries/hearings and planning Appeals at Daventry District, Northampton 

authorities, Milton Keynes, Rugby Borough and Vale of White Horse Local 

Authorities. 

 

1.43 Nevertheless, the Open Space SPD (CD6/11) clearly identifies in pages 35 to 

40 the source of the costings, how contributions are costed, the basic 

methodologies used which should provide sufficient significant detail that 

justifies and evidences the levels of contributions sought. 

 

1.44 Clearly, as time progresses costs may change both in terms of needs, which 

may increase or decrease subject to levels of infrastructure and service 

provision that are delivered through public sector investment or private sector 

provision to address specific applications or contribution requirements and the 

level of development that arises, and in service requirements and standards 

that may change over time. Such changes will be fed in to updates of the 

Council’s IDP and reflected in any updated SPD’s or CIL Charging Schedule 

calculations and assessments, if and when developed and adopted.  

 

1.45 Clearly if additional requirements arise these will be fed into subsequent 

applications. But the Local Plan is clear in paragraphs 6.18, 8.17, Policy LP9 

(Affordable Housing Provision), paragraph 13.12 and policy LP37 (Renewable 

Energy and Energy Efficiency) that if such requirements become onerous and 

impact on the viability of site delivery then viability issues will determine the 

nature and scale of provision and reflect any National Planning Policy 

requirements. 

 

1.46 The Council consider the basis upon which the current infrastructure costs 

have been assessed, particularly for the strategic sites, is sufficiently robust, 

proportionate and detailed for the purpose of informing the viability of the 

Local Plan and its Site Allocations, while addressing the requirements in 
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NPPF1, NPPF2 and PPG (2018). The Council would also contend there is 

clearly sufficient detailed information in the public domain, provided by the 

various service and infrastructure providers to both justify contributions sought 

and evidence the need generated and how this is calculated to enable 

developers to assess their potential contribution requirements, although the 

Council would always suggest prospective developers such engage 

constructively  in discussions with the Council and service and infrastructure 

providers prior to submitting planning applications whether on windfall or Site 

allocation sites within the Plan. 

 

1.47 With regard to paragraphs 2.85 to 2.94 of the Turley report concerning profit 

on the affordable units their concern is that the return of 6% on development 

cost is not considered to reflect market signals.  

 

1.48 We carry out site specific viability appraisals for over 40 different Local 

Authorities and it is our overwhelming experience that an allowance of 6% 

“profit” on cost for the affordable units is the industry norm. 

 

1.49 The revised PPG says the following: 

 

For the purpose of plan making an assumption of 15-20% of gross 

development value (GDV) may be considered a suitable return to developers 

in order to establish the viability of plan policies. Plan makers may choose to 

apply alternative figures where there is evidence to support this according to 

the type, scale and risk profile of planned development. A lower figure may be 

more appropriate in consideration of delivery of affordable housing in 

circumstances where this guarantees an end sale at a known value and 

reduces risk. Alternative figures may also be appropriate for different 

development types. 

 

1.50 This supersedes anything written in the previous draft PPG. 

 

1.51 It is our opinion that Turley’s assumption at paragraph 2.91 of their report is 

not correct. Nowhere in the PPG does it say that 15-20% is a blended rate.  

 

1.52 We have allowed a profit level of 20% on GDV for the open market units 

which is a the very top of the range outlined in the PPG and a rate of 6% on 

cost for the affordable units which we consider to be fair and reasonable. 

 

1.53 In response to paragraph 2.92 of the Turley report it is our opinion that the 

values attributed to the affordable units are achievable and therefore the risk 

is a level that justifies the 6% rate. 

 

1.54 In response to paragraph 2.97 of Turley’s report we agree that the term 

benchmark land value should be used in place of existing use value. 
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1.55 In response to paragraphs 2.95 to 2.101 regarding benchmark land value we 

have the following comments: 

 

1.56 It is unreasonable to assume that the site owners would be prepared to 

dispose of their sites at pure existing use value. This provides no incentive for 

development and is contrary to the NPPF and definition of competitive return.  

 

1.57 The PPG says the following: 

“To define land value for any viability assessment, a benchmark land value 

should be established on the basis of the existing use value (EUV) of the 

land, plus a premium for the landowner. The premium for the landowner 

should reflect the minimum return at which it is considered a reasonable 

landowner would be willing to sell their land. The premium should provide a 

reasonable incentive, in comparison with other options available, for the 

landowner to sell land for development while allowing a sufficient contribution 

to comply with policy requirements. This approach is often called ‘existing use 

value plus’ (EUV+).”  

 

It goes on to say the following: 

 

Benchmark land value should: 

• be based upon existing use value 

• allow for a premium to landowners (including equity resulting from those 

building their own homes) 

• reflect the implications of abnormal costs; site-specific infrastructure 

costs; and professional site fees and 

• be informed by market evidence including current uses, costs and values 

wherever possible. Where recent market evidence is used to inform 

assessment of benchmark land value this evidence should be based on 

developments which are compliant with policies, including for affordable 

housing. Where this evidence is not available plan makers and applicants 

should identify and evidence any adjustments to reflect the cost of policy 

compliance. This is so that historic benchmark land values of non-policy 

compliant developments are not used to inflate values over time.  

 

1.58 We have adopted this approach, plus a premium of a ten time multiplier for 

the strategic sites as a reasonable return for the landowner. This gives a BLV 

of £100,000 per gross acre assuming an existing use value of £10,000 per 

acre. 

 

1.59 This approach is consistent with our experience of large strategic land 

allocations across the Midlands area. 

 

1.60 Paragraphs 2.102 to 2.114 regarding infrastructure costs in the Turley report 

have already been addressed at the Local Plan Enquiry 
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1.61 In conclusion we are confident that the assumptions made in NWBC13 

regarding trajectories, construction costs, external works, contingencies, 

professional fees, sales values, ground rents, S106 obligations, developer 

profit and benchmark land value are fair and reasonable. 

 

APPENDIX 1 – BCIS build costs rebased to North Warwickshire 
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APPENDIX 1 



Description: Rate per m2 gross internal floor area for the building Cost including prelims.   
Last updated: 02Mar2019 00:39

 Rebased to 3Q 2018 (320; forecast) and North Warwickshire ( 97; sample 10 )    

£/m2 study

Maximum age of results: Default period

Building function 
(Maximum age of projects)

£/m² gross internal floor area
Sample

Mean Lowest Lower quartiles Median Upper quartiles Highest

New build

810.   Housing, mixed
developments (15)

1,217 616 1,054 1,185 1,343 2,773 1222

810.1   Estate housing

Generally (15) 1,200 581 1,024 1,161 1,318 4,109 1740

Single storey (15) 1,347 756 1,152 1,292 1,507 4,109 286

2storey (15) 1,165 581 1,015 1,135 1,274 2,337 1321

3storey (15) 1,191 758 966 1,151 1,345 2,463 129

4storey or above (15) 2,338 1,251  2,149  3,802 4

810.11   Estate housing
detached (15)

1,527 918 1,167 1,340 1,572 4,109 20

810.12   Estate housing
semi detached

Generally (15) 1,193 694 1,028 1,162 1,307 2,208 410

Single storey (15) 1,359 839 1,162 1,331 1,517 2,208 75

2storey (15) 1,161 694 1,022 1,135 1,266 2,052 315

3storey (15) 1,084 814 904 1,026 1,174 1,764 20

810.13   Estate housing
terraced

Generally (15) 1,225 753 1,027 1,174 1,350 3,802 359

Single storey (15) 1,351 917 1,121 1,274 1,565 1,978 43

2storey (15) 1,197 753 1,020 1,159 1,328 2,337 260

3storey (15) 1,214 758 943 1,151 1,339 2,463 55

4storey or above (5) 3,802      1

816.   Flats (apartments)

Generally (15) 1,416 690 1,182 1,353 1,596 4,767 964

12 storey (15) 1,351 846 1,148 1,295 1,489 2,518 233

35 storey (15) 1,394 690 1,176 1,342 1,591 2,799 642

6+ storey (15) 1,755 1,024 1,423 1,651 1,863 4,767 86
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